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The results in both cases are obtained using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
and both are very encouraging.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation
With the rapid advancement of technology, there are unending avenues to pursue to

enhance the quality of human life. This advancement helps with day to day scenarios, but
can also be utilized to save lives. Confict is a sad reality so the development of something
to aid in the preservation of human life is a necessity. One avenue that has been of high importance is the detection of explosive hazards. Explosive hazard detection (EHD) is a very
diffcult problem and many resources have been pulled together for their safe detection.
These devices are deadly weapons with the sole purpose to cause chaos and destruction.
Explosive hazards threaten military and civilian personnel in current and former confict
zones. Between November of 2005 and December of 2011, a total of 1, 526 explosive
hazard incidents killed 191 U.S. soldiers and injured 861 [27]. In Iraq and Afghanistan
alone, there have been at least 3, 275 confrmed deaths attributed to these hazards [22].
The United States Army is avidly pursing solutions for this problem, however, it is not a
trivial task.
Explosive hazards can vary in their shape and size and can be crafted from fairly cheap,
easily obtainable materials. Not only do their characteristics vary, but they are often concealed in a manner that the naked eye cannot see them. Some methods of concealment
1

include but are not limited to being buried in the ground or placed within a bush. As such,
the problem that is EHD has to account for a large amount of variability. Tremendous
effort has been put forth on both sensing modalities and algorithms used to detect these devices. Currently, the sensing technologies of interest have included hand-held and vehicle
mounted platforms [5, 12]. A few examples of what has been investigated include groundpenetrating radar (GPR) [3,10,11,13,14,17,21,26], infrared (IR) cameras [2,7,20,25], and
acoustic setups [6, 19]. To date there is not a one size fts all solution. Meaning that there
is no single sensor or algorithm that can be used to detect any and every explosive hazard
our military has come across. There have been fusion methods utilizing different sensors
and/or different algorithms [1, 15, 18, 24] that have shown success but accounting for the
massive amount of variability these explosive hazards can have is extremely diffcult.

1.2

Contributions
Herein, focus is placed on the detection of side-attack explosive ballistics (SAEBs) that

is investigated through two different side-scanning, vehicle mounted platforms. Of the two
platforms, one made use of acoustic technology [8] and the other utilized high resolution
3D voxel space radar [9]. Three different features were investigated for their utility from
data gathered via the acoustic system with respect to SAEB detection. These features include: the frequency-angle (Fraz) time domain feature, the Fraz synthetic aperture acoustic
(SAA) beamformed image feature, and a 2D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) SAA image
feature. For the high-resolution 3D voxel space radar system, an effcient prescreener was
created and its utility was investigated. The prescreener made use of a matched flter (MF)
2

and size contrast flter in order to fnd target-like and anomalous objects respectively. The
fusion of the two results was then performed to fnd regions of interest and then pruned
based on heuristics. Both of the systems being investigated are still in an infancy stage.
Meaning that even though the data collected was usable and meaningful features were able
to be extracted, there is still room for improvement. The acoustic system has the benefts of
being cheap to feld and is immune to radio frequency jamming, which is extremely useful
from a military standpoint. The HRVR system is more capable in the detection of occluded
targets and is currently the more theoretically advanced technology. However, the HRVR
system is currently more expensive to feld.
During my undergraduate studies I had the privilege of analyzing forward-looking
long-wave infrared imagery for the purpose of explosive hazard detection. This analysis
included the use of fractional Brownian motion to characterize the scene under investigation by preserving spatial context. This work was featured in a poster competition held at
the university and an award of second place was achieved. Throughout my Master’s degree
program I have analyzed and investigated various algorithms on acoustic, HRVR, and GPR
data. The following works have been published:
• (conference article: published)
Title: Voxel-space radar signal processing for side attack explosive ballistic detection:
Reference: J. Dowdy, B. Brockner, D. T. Anderson, K. Williams, and R. H. Luke,
”Voxel-space radar signal processing for side attack explosive ballistic detection”,
SPIE Defense + Security, (2017)
• (conference article: published)
Title: Comparison of spatial frequency domain features for the detection of side
attack explosive ballistics in synthetic aperture acoustics:
Reference: J. Dowdy, D. T. Anderson, R. H. Luke, J. E. Ball, J. M. Keller, and T. C.
Havens, ”Comparison of spatial frequency domain features for the detection of side
3

attack explosive ballistics in synthetic aperture acoustics”, SPIE Defense + Security,
(2016)

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 displays the work published on
SAA which details Fraz. Chapter 3 details the work published on HRVR. Lastly, Chapter
4 is the conclusion and future work.
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CHAPTER II
SYNTHETIC APERTURE ACOUSTIC

2.1

Introduction
Explosive hazards are deadly remnants of former and current confict zones and they

threaten the well being of civilian and military personnel. In Iraq and Afghanistan alone,
there have been at least 3,275 confrmed deaths attributed to these hazards [22]. These
devices vary in terms of complexity and they typically are comprised of (the non-explosive
part) plastic and/or metal. The U.S. Army is avidly investigating different methods for
the detection and removal of such devices, however this is an extremely diffcult feat to
accomplish. The time of day, season, weather, and soil composition play a major role in
the positive identifcation of the devices. Additionally, these devices are often placed in a
position that make them diffcult, if not impossible, to detect through the naked human eye,
i.e., placed within a bush or buried in the ground. Furthermore, this is not simply combating
a fnite set of devices. Instead, the explosive hazard dilemma is particularly challenging
because the individuals employing these devices change their strategies frequently.
To date, different technologies (handheld and vehicle mounted units) to detect these
threats have been utilized [5, 12]. The sensing modalities that have been and are currently
still being explored include ground-penetrating radar (GPR), infrared (IR) cameras, and
acoustic technologies [6, 7, 20], to name a few. An acoustic imaging method as used in this
5

paper has advantages such as immunity to radio frequency jamming and superior spatial
resolution, compared to 0.8-2.4 GHz GPR [19]. Also, unlike IR, acoustic technologies are
not hindered by the diurnal crossover period.
In this article, the investigation of the utility of three different features obtained from
data gathered via an acoustic system for the detection of side attack explosive ballistics ensues. The features to explore include; the frequency-angle (Fraz) time domain feature, the
Fraz synthetic aperture acoustic (SAA) beamformed image feature, and a two dimensional
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) SAA beamformed image feature. The organization of
this paper is as follows. In Section 2.2, an overview of the developmental platform used
for data collection is given. In Section 2.3, a discussion of the features and algorithms used
for approximating them is shown. In Section 2.4, preliminary experiments and results are
provided for data collected from a U.S. Army test site.

2.2

Summary of NVESD Experimental Platform
The experimental platform and corresponding data was provided by the U.S. Army

Night Vision and Electronic Sensors Directorate (NVESD) Countermine Division. Full
details on the platform, e.g., wave propagation speed, wavelength, chirp length, etc., can
be found in [19]. Herein, a vehicle mounted side scanning acoustic system for the detection of side attack explosive ballistics is considered. The current system operates in a
pulse-echo mode and is completely in the sonic regime using a 2 − 17 kHz linear chirp.
The system includes differential global position system (DGPS) and inertial measurement

6

unit (IMU) confguration affording accurate positioning and the means for motion compensation. Figure 2.1 shows the experimental NVESD test platform.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1
(a) Perspective view of the vehicle mounted acoustic imaging system and (b) transceiver
components; including a Pyramid speaker, Pacifc ACO microphone, Trimble DGPS,
Applanix IMU and Logitech USB camera.

While a full signal and hardware description can be found in [19], a quick summary of
the platform to give the reader context is given. In [19], a description of the basic set of
flters and processing to compensate for factors such as wind, a direct coupling between
the speaker and microphone and self signature with the data collection vehicle is shown.
Because pulses are generated at a fxed temporal spacing, there is no correlation between
the recorded pulses and distance traveled. Therefore, the hyperbolic responses from objects
in the scene can be stretched or squeezed depending on the speed of the data collection
vehicle. Using GPS data, the distance traveled is discretized to 2.5 cm steps. For each step
taken, the associated recorded pulses are determined and averaged. Each averaged pulse
then represents the recorded response over 2.5 cm of vehicle travel. This has the effect of
7

smoothing the hyperbolic responses from targets as well as slightly increasing the signal
to noise for each step-pulse. To further increase the signal to noise, pulse compression
is performed by convolving the generated chirp with the recorded signal. The discretized
synthetic aperture of pulses are reshaped into a 1D signal, convolution is performed, and
then the resulting signal is reshaped back into a 2D synthetic aperture of pulses. The
synthetic aperture of pulses can then be used to beamform areas of the scene.

2.3

Feature Extraction
In this section, three acoustic features are explored. The frst feature is based on direct

processing of the time domain signals and the other two features extract their information
on the SSA beamformed imagery. Let (X, L) be the acoustic time domain signals and corresponding location information, i.e., X = {x1 , ..., xt , ..., xT } and L = {l1 , ..., lt , ..., lT },
where xt is the tth sampled 1D signal and lt is the Easting, Northing and Altitude information in UTM coordinates of the sensor at time step t. For a given location of interest,
p, let B[i, j] be the SAA beamformed image centered at p with size g and sampling s.
For example, herein p is a candidate target location and g = 2 is a 2 × 2 meter region
of interest with sampling s (e.g., 2.5 cm). Figure 2.2 illustrates a few SAA beamformed
image examples. In the next three subsections, details of the three proposed features are
provided.

2.3.1

Fraz Time Domain Feature

In this subsection, the frst feature is explored. Again, the motivation is to exploit
the varying frequency profle of a target as it relates to its unique geometry and material
8

(a) 2 × 2m SAA beamformed chip

(b) Windowed chip

(c) Windowed chip

Figure 2.2
SAA beamformed imagery. (a) is an example 2 × 2 meter chip and (b) and (c) are
windowed SAA beamformed imagery used to calculate the features for a bush and metal
paint can, respectively.

composition with respect to different viewing angles. For example, the frequency profle
for a target should look very different for a target versus bush when the sensor is staring
down the barrel of the threat. The result of the feature is a matrix, M1 that can also be
conveniently displayed as an image (see Figure 2.3). Algorithm 1 is a formal description
of the feature extraction procedure for location of interest p. Each row in M1 is the spectral
magnitude resulting from a one dimensional DFT with respect to some relative viewing
angle.
An advantage of this simple feature is it is relatively easy to calculate (computationally), which has beneft from a real-time system perspective, and it has a somewhat natural
built in robustness because each sample observes an area (versus a laser) of the world.
Meaning, one can be slightly off in position and still likely get the desired target information. The reason why multiple signals that are close to each other in position and time are
combined (stacking operation) is to reduce the impact of artifacts such as noise observed
9

Algorithm 1: Time domain Fraz feature
Data: (X, L, p, d, s, v) - Time-domain signals, X = {x1 , ..., xt , ..., xT },
corresponding UTM locations, L = {l1 , ..., lt , ..., lT }, location of potential
threat (spot to calculate Fraz feature at), p, maximum degree, d, step size, s,
and the estimated projectile vector of the threat located at p, v
Result: M1 [i, j] - Fraz feature
Set counter to one, j = 1.
for k=-d to d in increments of s do
Compute the difference in angle with respect to v for each sample in (X, L)
relative to p, i.e., Θ = {θ1 , ..., θT }.
Select all samples that have |θt | ≤ 1 (in degrees), store in X̂.
Compute mean signal of X̂, i.e., x̄.
¯
Apply Hanning window, obtain x̄.
Compute the spectral magnitude from a one dimensional DFT, i.e.,
¯
M1 [j, :] = |df t(x̄)|.
j = j + 1.

10
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(a)
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Figure 2.3

frequency

frequency
(b)

(a) illustration of the vehicle in motion, sensing its environment (side looking) and the
different respective angles between a candidate target location and the sensor on the
vehicle. (b) illustration of example M1 time domain Fraz feature. Note, darker values
indicate larger value and the image (matrix) is scaled between min and max value for
visual display.

at a single moment in time. However, a shortcoming of this feature is that there must be
relatively good localization (aka quality estimation of the true position of some target of
interest). Otherwise, the “zero angle”, position where the sensor is looking directly at the
target and down its barrel, will not be properly aligned in M1 . While it might be possible
to detect such a shift in M1 and attempt to account for it, in a similar way that the scale
invariant feature transform (SIFT) identifes a dominant angle and shifts to provide scale
robustness, a more severe problem is that one really needs to be more-or-less “zero angle
aligned” with the target location of interest or one is not really imaging the same geometry
on the target of interest. While misalignment might not be as big of a factor in a strategy
like dense detection, if one is using a prescreener or keypoint detector then the impact
could be severe based on its ability to localize well. Due to factors like these, the next two
features are explored. However, before moving to the next section, the following needs
11

to be stated. An assumption is that the sensor is on a vehicle looking sideways for road
side threats that are facing the vehicle. This condition more-or-less needs to occur for the
system to collect samples with respect to a specifc sweep of the geometry of the threats of
interest.

2.3.2

Fraz SAA Beamformed Image Feature

In this subsection, an extension of the Fraz time domain feature is explored. The motivation is still the varying angle-frequency profle of a target, however the SAA beamformed
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Algorithm 2: SAA beamform image Fraz feature
Data: (B, d, s, v) - SAA beamformed image centered at p, B, maximum degree, d,
step size, s, and the estimated projectile vector of the threat located at p, v
Result: M2 [i, j] - Fraz feature
Set counter to one, j = 1.
for k=-d to d in increments of s do
Apply Hanning window to B, get B̂.
Extract one dimensional signal at angle k from B̂ relative to the center of B and
v, i.e., rk .
Compute one dimensional DFT, get M2 [j, :] = |df t(rk )|.
j = j + 1.

There are a few advantages of the Fraz in SAA beamformed imagery versus the time
domain Fraz. First, all signals are combined to get a more complete picture of the region
of interest versus the limited set of samples used to compute the time domain Fraz feature.
Next, the rays (one dimensional SAA image slices) represent an extremely specifc area of
interest, like one would get with a laser, whereas the time domain Fraz feature represents a
wider area. However, shortcomings of the Fraz feature in SAA beamformed imagery is the
fact that the ray is so specifc and if the location of interest is not extremely well localized
then the features will likely be altered signifcantly. Again, this might not be problematic
for a dense extraction and processing algorithm, which could in theory localize rather
well, however if a keypoint algorithm or prescreener is run then the fnal location of a hit
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becomes extremely important. The next feature explored is an attempt to get the beneft of
the SAA beamformed imagery without the shortcomings of the ray extraction procedure.

2.3.3

Unrolled Two Dimensional DFT of SAA Beamformed Image Feature

In this subsection, one last feature is explored. The motivation is to get the beneft of
SAA beamformed imagery but to also be robust with respect to translation. That is, it is
unwanted for subtle misalignment due to a prescreener or keypoint detector to cripple the
feature and therefore one’s ability to use it in a classifer to detect threats. Figure 2.5 and
Algorithm 3 illustrate and describe this feature and extraction technique.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5
Illustration of M3 feature. (a) windowed SAA beamform image and corresponding (b)
unrolled two dimensional DFT feature.

While the two dimensional DFT information could be used “as is”, i.e., the bin format
native to the DFT, it is instead “unrolled” so a human can more easily see and study the orientation frequency specifc characteristics of targets versus background, clutter, etc. Only
the magnitude is used, no phase information. An advantage of this feature and just using
14

Algorithm 3: Unrolled two dimensional DFT feature from SAA beamformed image
Data: (B) - SAA beamformed image (centered at p), B, maximum degree, d, step
size, s, and the estimated projectile vector of the threat located at p, v
Result: M3 [i, j] - Unrolled two dimensional DFT feature
Apply 2D Hanning window to B, get B̂.
Compute two dimensional DFT, get F = 2ddf t(B̂) .
Set counter to one, j = 1.
for k=-d to d in increments of s do
Extract one dimensional ray, rk , from the center of the image F and traveling at
angle k. Result is M3 [j, :] = rk .
j = j + 1.

magnitude information is it allows for some error in localization to occur. However, this
is subject to the size of the windowing function and the fip side is of course now more of
the background is obtained in the feature. However, it is expected to extract enough useful
information about a target’s characteristic pattern, be it nulls and/or high energies in particular frequency bins, regardless of the target’s surroundings (which should have different
profles).

2.4 Preliminary Experiments and Results
In this section, preliminary experiments and results for the experimental NVESD acoustic platform and proposed features are presented. The idea is to determine if the high-level
(theoretical) expectations hold true in practice and if there is indeed some features that are
15

superior to others. Specifcally, for classifcation the utilization of support vector machine
(SVM) based classifers, both dot product and radial basis function (RBF) based kernel
SVMs— LIBSVM is used to implement the classifers [4]. The “feature” presented to the
SVM classifer is the “unrolling” of the matrices (e.g., M1 ) into a long one dimensional
vector. In future work, more intelligent descriptors will be explored. In order to account
for the energy differences that naturally occur due to the standoff distance of a target to the
platform, two normalization strategies were experimented with. The frst technique is to
normalize the feature, i.e., M1 , M2 and M3 , such that their minimum and maximum values now map to [0, 1]. The second method explored is an extremely simple and common
feature vector normalization technique in pattern recognition in which training data is used
and the mean is computed and 2, 3 or some fxed number of standard deviations, per feature
(3 standard deviations was used). Both the training and test data are then normalized using
this statistical characterization into the interval [−1, 1]. Thus, the mean is removed frst,
then divided by the deviation amount and then clamped so they are in [−1, 1]. Both methods were tried and the later provided better results and addressed the energy normalization
goal.
In the experiments, data collected by NVESD at a U.S. Army test site was used. The
data set consists of different days, times of day, targets with varying metal content, size,
shape, angle in relation to the vehicle, and targets were hidden in places like bushes for
obscurement. In order to train a SVM, the lane is divided into three equally sized sections,
referred to herein simply as A, B and C, and performed 3-fold cross-validation. Each run
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has 20 targets and there are 6 runs in total. Segment A has 36 targets, Segment B has 30
targets and Segment C has 54 targets. The lane area is approximately 2642 meters squared.
Dense detection is not performed. Instead, a prescreener developed by James M. Keller
et al. at the University of Missouri was used to fnd candidate locations in SAA beamformed imagery. However, the study is not restricted to just what the current prescreener
can fnd. A union of the location of true targets recorded by NVESD with the University
of Missouri prescreener hit list is performed. In this respect, it is the analysis of an optimistic account of what is possible if a prescreener could cue on each target or if one used
a strategy such as dense detection. This means that true targets have more-or-less good
(but not perfect due to SAA beamforming and DGPS imperfections) localization. The MU
prescreener is primarily used to help generate false alarms for training and testing that look
more like a target versus using random sampling. Figure 3.17 is the preliminary CV-based
vertically averaged ROC curve results.
First, clarity about the following is stated. These are preliminary results and the main
objective of this initial work is to evaluate if there is a “winning” feature as more work goes
forth in researching, exploring and developing an EHD platform to automatically detect
side attack ballistic threats. Not enough data has been collected in different environments,
environmental conditions and contexts to make comprehensive statements or assertions
about the true capabilities or limitations of such an acoustic system. Note, the FAs come
from the prescreener and the true targets are well-localized. As a result, it is believed that
the results provide an upper bound on possible performance. Meaning, a prescreener might
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Figure 2.6
Vertically averaged 3-fold CV ROC curves. Y-axis is PDR and X-axis is FAR in m2 .
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not achieve the same alignment quality. Additionally, if dense extraction is performed, it is
possible that additional locations are encountered that plague the features and classifers.
Figure 3.17 shows that the unrolled two dimensional DFT feature is the top performer,
by a good amount, followed by the Fraz SAA. The lowest performer is time domain Fraz.
However, as stated above, there is high quality localization in the experiments. If this is not
the case, e.g., a prescreener, then it might be the case that time domain Fraz outperforms
Fraz SAA. The point is, caution is taken before drawing any defnitive conclusions about
time domain Fraz and SAA Fraz until additional experiments are ran.

2.5

Conclusions and Future Work
Herein, three different acoustic features were investigated on time domain signal data

and SAA beamformed imagery for the detection of side attack explosive ballistics. Preliminary results indicate that initial intuition is likely correct as the top performer is the
unrolled two dimensional DFT feature.This is believed to be partially due to the feature’s
“weak dependency” on localization, as only the magnitude information is used and no
phase, and use of all available signal data for a given region of interest. Preliminary results are very promising, both for the platform and features. In future work, exploring new
features will continue and more time will be dedicated to the identifcation of descriptors
(“features” on top of current features). There are also plans to investigate feature selection
tools to identify which bins are important to transfer back domain knowledge and rationalize the performance of such an approach. Furthermore, as more features and descriptors
are extracted, the exploitation of advanced multi-kernel feature and decision level fusion
19

algorithms for advanced classifcation can begin, i.e., move beyond simple single kernel
SVMs. In addition, exploration of different confgurations beyond a single transmitter and
receiver, e.g., an array of receivers in a particular spatial confguration and/or specifc signals and frequencies to transmit to maximize detection of threats. Last, as part of a long
term goal, exploration of the fusion of the acoustic features with information from other
sensors, e.g., radar will begin.
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CHAPTER III
HIGH-RESOLUTION VOXEL RADAR

3.1

Introduction
Explosive hazards are deadly weapons that are crafted to cause chaos, destruction.

These devices threaten civilian and military personnel in both current and former confict
zones. Between November of 2005 and December of 2011, a total of 1, 526 explosive
hazard incidents killed 191 U.S. soldiers and injured 861 [27]. The total number of deaths
from these hazards is continuing to rise and the U.S. Army is avidly pursuing a solution
to safely detect them. This is not a trivial task due to the variability that explosive hazard
detection has to allow for. The hazards can vary in shape, size and material composition,
and they are often concealed. The people or organizations that create such devices are
constantly evolving their strategies which adds even more diffculty. Much effort has gone
towards the identifcation of the best system to utilize and some of the different sensing
modalities that have been used to date include infrared [2, 7, 20], radar [5, 12, 16] and
acoustic [6, 8].
For this article, the use of an effcient prescreener on a high-resolution 3D voxel space
radar system is explored. More specifcally, the use of a matched flter (MF) and a size
contrast flter (SCF) in order to fnd target like and anomalous objects respectively is explored. The results from the output of the MF and SCF are fused together in order to fnd
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regions of interest (clusters) and are then pruned based on heuristics. The performance
of the prescreener is evaluated using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves which
measures the number of positive detections with respect to the number of false alarms. The
organization of the article is as follows: Section 3.2 will give a brief technical description
of the voxel space radar system, Section 3.3 will be home to a detailed description of the
prescreener, Section 3.4 will be composed of the experiments and results (ROCs) of the
prescreener and Section 3.5 will house the conclusion and plans for future work. However, for a quick overview of what this article is about, please see Figure (3.1) for a good
illustration.

3.2

Sensor
In this article, a high-resolution 3D voxel space radar sensor (operating in Ku or Ka)

mounted on a vehicle platform developed by the US Army RDECOM CERDEC NVESD
and the Pacifc Northwest National Laboratory is considered [23]. This system incorporates a vehicle-borne dual-band vertical linear array, which is linearly scanned via vehicle
forward motion to create a high-resolution near feld 3D synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
image. Details on this system and sensor can be found at [23]. The focus of this paper is
not the radar system. This paper is focused on algorithms for processing the data generated by such a system. For completeness sake, a quick summary of a few important and
relevant system details is given. First, the resolution of the voxel space is 1cm. Herein,
”voxel space chunks” of size 1003 × 186 × 1024 (approximately 32.91 × 6.1 × 33.6 feet)
are produced–where the frst index is the direction of the vehicle moving down the road,
22
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Figure 3.1
Illustration of the proposed voxel space radar signal processing system (prescreener). A
full resolution voxel space is downsampled and pooled (Section 3.3.1), a matched flter is
run to detect targets (Section 3.3.2), size contrast fltering is used to fnd anomalies
(Section 3.3.3), and their results are aggregated (Section 3.3.4). Next, the result is
thresholded and clustering is used to fnd regions of interest (Section 3.3.5). Last, region
properties are extracted and heuristics are used to eliminate false alarms (Section 3.3.6).
For testing, receiver operating characteristic curves are extracted to evaluate the
performance of the system and its parts.
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the second index is vertical height and the last index is the standoff distance of objects
along the side of the vehicle. The rate of advance of the system is 4 to 6 mph, the transmitted power is 10 dBm, the sweep bandwidth is 5 GHz and the frequency sweep/chirp
time is 10µsec. For the Ku-band array, the frequency bands are 11 − 16 GHz and 15 − 20
GHz, the length is 2.4m, the antenna type/polarization is a 15 dBi pyramidal horn/VV pol,
the antenna count is 32 transmit, 48 receive and the effective vertical samples is 186. For
the Ka-band array, the frequency bands are 25 − 30 GHz, the length is 1.5m, the antenna
type/polarization is a 15 dBi pyramidal horn/VV pol, the antenna count is 24 transmit, 32
receive and the effective vertical samples is 180. Since the radar system is mounted on
a moving vehicle, motion estimation and motion compensation is performed. Again, full
details can be found in [23]. Figures (3.2) and (3.3) are illustrations of recorded voxel
chunks (the latter being simpler to solve). Note, since the voxel space is a solid it cannot
be directly rendered (one would not see any of the content hidden by the outer hull of the
voxel space). For a visual representation of the voxel space, the cube is projected to the
three principle axes and the max value for each location is recorded. These two fgures
(voxel chunks) are used throughout the article to show the results of different stages in data
processing.

3.3

Prescreener
In this section, details of the different steps in the prescreener (illustrated in Figure

(3.1)) are given. The system starts by determining what level of resolution is needed,
Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 3.2
Projection of a voxel chunk onto its three principle axes–XY, YZ and XZ. Target is
highlighted in the XY image.
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Figure 3.3
Projection of a voxel chunk onto its three principle axes–XY, YZ and XZ. Target is
highlighted in the XY image.
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3.3.1

Downsampling and Thresholding

As already stated, the system has a voxel sampling rate of 1cm. As a result, the
1003 × 186 × 1024 voxel chunk size results in 191, 035, 392 voxels. However, the 1cm
sampling rate could be overkill for certain targets and there are many voxels that are below some minimum acceptable energy level and could be removed. Herein, the 1cm voxel
space is downsampled to a larger odd sized sampling rate, e.g., 3cm, 5cm, etc. Without loss
of generality, an odd versus even size was selected for simplicity and speed of indexing,
the procedure could easily be extended for an even or fractional amount. For each newly
sampled location, the average is taken over the sample neighborhood. Other aggregations
like the minimum (pessimistic operator) or maximum (optimistic operator) or any more robust linear combination of order statistics (LCOS) could be performed. The average was
selected because it was not anticipated that a resolution of 1cm was needed and a smoothing to reduce the impact of potential outliers was desired. However, this is obviously a
parameter that can be optimized, studied and its overall sensitivity analyzed. Next, energies below some system determined minimum energy value are thresholded (Figure (3.4)).
Whereas the full voxel chunk had 191, 035, 392 voxels, the new downsampled and thresholded voxel space is typically only a tiny fraction of the original size (e.g., 10% to 30%).
Note, downsampling impacts the entire voxel space, however the indices for thresholded
voxels are stored. These indices are used for processing but the full downsampled voxel
data is used in those operations–meaning each location to process has access to all of the
original (be it downsampled) data. No data is “thrown away”.
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Figure 3.4
Illustration of thresholding the voxel space based on a minimum energy amount.

3.3.2

Matched Filter

The idea behind this article is to exploit two factors. First, can prior knowledge (known
signals from a data collection or possibly a signal generated via simulation) be taken and
used to help fnd things that look like what is expected? Second, can things that are very
different from their local surroundings be found? In this subsection, the task of fnding
things that look like a known signal (known targets) is considered. Herein, the analysis is
restricted to a simple, but powerful, technique, the matched flter (MF). Figure (3.5) is the
flter used herein.
The MF starts with determining the flter M , where M is of original size (before downsampling) 27 × 17 × 11cm herein. Note, M was picked in this preliminary work from
training data. The voxel data corresponded to a target out in the open, versus a concealed
and more diffcult to detect target that would contain more “background” signal data as
well (e.g., bush). Furthermore, the target was selected based on visual analysis in the radar
28

Figure 3.5
Illustration of the flter used in matched fltering. The left picture is the projection of the
voxel cube to the XY axis via the maximum operator. The right picture is a voxel space
rendering of the full cube–where black lines show the cubes and alpha transparency is
used where the transparency amount is dictated by the energy at each voxel.

data, not its known physical size. Herein, M is normalized such that its energy sums to one.
Once the MF is obtained, convolution is used to process the data, i.e., a downsampled voxel
chunk. As stated above, only voxels above the threshold value are processed–leading to
drastically fewer calculations. Figure (3.6) is the application of the MF to the voxel chunk
in Figure (3.2).
The MF is not a perfect procedure by far. It is well-known that when a signal is convolved with itself the largest result is obtained from convolution at the location where the
two signals are equal–i.e., no temporal (or spatial for 2D) shift/translation. However, when
the energy is relatively low or high, the result is skewed. That is, if a signal is convolved
with itself and the underlying signal is a reduced (scaled) version, the maximum convolution result is still obtained. However, this result is a fraction of if it is convolved with a
29
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Figure 3.6
Application of the matched flter to the voxel chunk in Figure (3.2). The target is
highlighted in red.

non-scaled version of that signal. The point is, the amplitude of the result of convolution is
proportional to the energy of the underlying flter and data being processed. This impacts
us of course in lower energy regions but also objects that are not a target which refect larger
amounts of energy. This can be observed in Figure (3.6). Whereas a good response for the
target (highlighted in red) is obtained, high returns in areas that are not the target (which
have high energies) are also obtained. In this initial work, no scaling is performed on convolution nor the MF or underlying data being convolved. In part, that is due to the fact that
this paper combines the result of direction detection (the MF) and anomaly detection (the
SCF). However, future work will investigate locally adaptive techniques to reduce the sensitivity of the MF to the underlying energy–helping to better detect faint target signatures
and not have as large of responses in high non-target regions. Furthermore, in future work
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the use of multiple MFs and the intelligent fusion of these MFs will be explored for more
robust detection of a range of targets with different emplacement conditions, i.e., angles,
sizes, etc. More advanced 2D and 3D features and classifers versus the MF will also be
explored.

3.3.3

Size Contrast Filter

In the previous section the direct detection of targets via the MF was considered. In
this section, a method is used to search for anomalies (things that look different from their
local surroundings). The only assumption here is that an approximate size and approximate shape for the targets is known. An advantage of looking for anomalies is that if the
target signature is unknown but the target is sparsely represented in the data, it can still
be detected. The downfall is that anything anomalous at that size/shape, not just targets
is detected also. Herein, a size contrast flter (SCF) is used to detect locally anomalous
objects. Figure (3.7) illustrates the SCF.
The SCF is applied (convolved) to the voxel space. Like the MF, the SCF is only
calculated at locations that pass the initial energy threshold test (Figure (3.8)). Again, this
is done for computational savings.
In order to calculate a value at each location (voxel) for the SCF, there must be a method
to measure divergence between two distributions (the energies in the inner and outer halos).
Let I be the set of energies in the inner halo and O be the energies in the outer halo.
Herein, the Bhattacharyya distance between I and O, d(I, O) is used. The assumption
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Figure 3.7
Illustration of the size contrast flter (SCF). In general, there is an outer region, guard
band, and the outer halo. The left is a typical 2D SCF, which requires the specifcation of
width and height for the inner, gaurd and outer regions. The middle picture is the 3D
SCF, which simply has one more dimension than the 2D flter. Note, the SCF does not
need to be a cube, it can be a rectangle of any arbitrary shape/size. Last, the right fgure
shows a plot of the divergence of values (energies herein) between the outer halo (blue)
and inner halo (red). The idea is that the further the blue and red distributions are, the
more anomalous that location is.

Figure 3.8
Illustration of the convolving of a SCF (blue, green and red object) with the data (orange).
This convolution is shown in 2D for visual simplicity. Note, the locations in black are
locations that pass the energy threshold test. All other values get assigned a value of zero
for the SCF.
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made by this divergence measure is that the data can be suffciently characterized by a
normal distribution,

(µI − µO )2 1
d(I, O) =
+ ln
2
) 2
4(σI2 + σO

2
σI2 + σO
p
2
2 σI2 σO

!
,

(3.1)

2
where (µI , σI2 ) (and (µO , σO
)) are the mean and variances of the inner (and outer) windows

respectively. Figure (3.9) illustrates the general trend of “poor” to “good” criteria for divergence relative to detecting anomalies with the SCF. Figure (3.10) is an example of the
output of the SCF with underlying Bhattacharyya distance with respect to the voxel chunk
in Figure (3.2).

Poor

divergence(OD,ID)

Great

Figure 3.9
Illustration of different hypothetical inner and outer halo distributions relative to the
detection of anomalies with respect to the Bhattacharyya measure.

Note, the size of the inner halo was set to the size of the voxel cube that was extracted
and used for the MF. The size of the outer halo was set to three times this size, allowing the
balance of dissimilarity with respect to some local fractional amount of the inner halo size.
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Figure 3.10
Application of the SCF to the voxel chunk in Figure (3.2). The target is highlighted in red.

Future work will consist of either locally adjusting the flter size and/or try to determine the
most optimal halo sizes. These values were just selected for this initial preliminary work.

3.3.4

Aggregation (of MF and SCF)

The last two subsections outlined procedures for detection with respect to the MF and
SCF. In this subsection a combination of these two concepts is investigated. In the results
section the MF, SCF and combination of the two is compared. The motivation for combining these two flters is to be more confdent in locations that are both anomalous and target
like. In this preliminary work, a t-norm (intersection like) is taken, specifcally the product
(multiplication) operator. In general, aggregation often ranges from a pessimistic operator
(e.g., the minimum) to more robust (e.g., average) to optimistic operator (e.g., maximum).
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However, there are a wealth of operators (functions) in that “spectrum”. In future work,
when more flters beyond the MF and SCF are generated, or multiple MFs and SCFs, more
sophisticated aggregation will be explored, e.g., the Choquet integral. Figure (3.11) shows
the product of the MF and SCF for the voxel chunk in Figure (3.2).
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Figure 3.11
Illustration of the product of the MF and SCF for the voxel chunk in Figure (3.2). The left
column is the combined flter output. The right column is the raw data. Note, the result is
clearer (fewer possible target locations and the target “confdence”, product operator
result, is larger than most other areas) than Figure (3.10) and Figure (3.6).

The target in Figure (3.2) is not the strongest, relative to the energies of the rest of
that voxel chunk. Figures (3.12) and (3.13) are another voxel chunk where the target is
still faint but a bit more unique (easier to detect). These fgures are provided simply for
additional visualization purposes to aid the reader in reading the article.
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Figure 3.12
(left column) SCF and (right column) MF results for the voxel chunk showen in Figure
(3.3). The target is indicated by a red circle.
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Figure 3.13
Illustration of the combined flter result for the voxel chunk shown in Figure (3.3). The
left column is the SCF, the right column is the MF and the center column is the combined
(product operator) result.
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3.3.5

Clustering

After the MF and SCF results are combined, a fnal threshold is applied to the data.
This value is selected herein via receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis–
tradeoff analysis of the systems positive detection rate (PDR) and false alarm rate (FAR).
The result of this threshold is a set of voxels that are identifed as regions of interest (ROIs)
by clustering this point set. Herein, two methods are considered, mean shift clustering, a
mode seeking algorithm, and connected components. Mean shift clustering will help fnd
the modes in the data and be more robust to segmenting ROIs that are not directly connected (based on specifcation of the kernel function and windowing function size). The
performance of connected components is also explored, as it simply fnds all connected
blobs/ROIs with respect to specifcation of a neighborhood criteria, e.g., 4 point connectivity, 8 point connectivity, etc. Figure (3.14) is a simple illustration of these two different
methods. Figure (3.16) illustrates ROIs identifed for the fused MF and SCF result shown
in Figure (3.11).

3.3.6

Prune Heuristics

Last, it is possible that phenomena like high energy regions can trick the MF and possibly still get by the SCF (and therefore their fused result). As a sort of sanity check, the
number of voxels and the object’s shape is extracted and then engage in heuristics to reject
ROIs that are believed to not be targets. The simplest such test is to remove ROIs with
too few of voxels, e.g., refections off rocks, and too many voxels, e.g., refections from
certain walls/objects. Thus, the system has two parameters, the minimum and maximum
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Figure 3.14
Illustration of the result of mean shift clustering (top) and connected components
(bottom). White locations are voxels that survive the threshold test post aggregation (the
points used in clustering) and black are voxels that did not past the test. The mean shift
algorithm identifed two clusters (centers shown in red and green). The connected
components identifed four regions.

y

X-Y view
x

Figure 3.15
ROIs (white circles) extracted from the fusion of the MF and SCF for Figure (3.11).
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size allowed for ROIs to be considered as a target. These parameters were empirically determined herein and will be optimized in the future–and expanded to include more general
shape and other heuristics to build in domain knowledge.

3.4

Experiments
In this section, preliminary results are reported using ROC curves on data gathered

from a U.S. Army test site. This data was composed of multiple target types with varying
levels of concealment, along with multiple clutter types. The data was recorded at different
times of day. Two lanes denoted as Lane 1 and Lane 2 are used, with each lane containing
two different target emplacements. These experiments are used to determine the success
of the prescreener based on the PDR versus FAR.
Recall from Section 3.3 that the different steps performed by the prescreener include
downsampling, MF, SCF, aggregation (fusion), clustering and region analysis. For the
aggregation of the MF and SCF, a t-norm (multiplication) operator was used. After the
aggregation, there were three different methods used to interpret the results. These three
methods included taking the max of the intersected area, taking the max of the intersected
area after scaling it with respect to its returned energy and taking the average of the intersected area. The results of the three different flters (MF, SCF and aggregation of MF
and SCF), along with just a simple energy based method, on Lane 1, Emplacement 1 can
be seen in Figure (3.16). The energy method is shown to establish a baseline of sorts to
score against. With this method, a threshold is set and any region above that threshold
will become a ROI as long as that region meets the requirements of the clustering oper39

ation. Figure (3.16) clearly shows that fusion using the max operator (with and without
energy scaling) and the SCF climb to a high PDR quickly at a low FAR. Fusion using the
average operator reaches the same PDR as the other two fusion methods at the expense of
a higher FAR. The MF is the worst performer, however, it still outperforms the baseline
energy method. As the ROC continues to run, the SCF actually detects more targets than
any aggregation method for this lane.
Since the SCF outperforms the MF and the max aggregation outperforms the other two
aggregation methods, their individual results are investigated in Figure (3.17) using Lane 1
and Lane 2 with both emplacements from each. For Lane 1, the SCF jumps to a higher PDR
in both emplacements, however, after a few more FAs, the fused climbs above the SCF and
then they more or less even out. For Lane 2, the fused results for both emplacements climb
faster with a lower FAR until a FAR of about 0.12 is found. At that point, the SCF performs
the best. Lastly, Figure (3.18) shows the results of the SCF and fusion operation (using max
operation) plotted on one ROC in which the FAR extends outward more than double that
of Figure (3.17). From this, it appears that Lane 2 could be designated the easier of the
two lanes since a higher PDR occurs within this lane. Also note that even though the SCF
does not obtain a high PDR as fast as the fused does, the SCF is able to reach 100% PDR
for Lane 2, Emplacement 2.

3.5

Conclusion and Future Work
The previous section showed the preliminary results of the prescreener and they are

very encouraging. As you recall from Figure (3.16), results were displayed for an energy
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Figure 3.16
Comparison of different flters and their combinations. X-axis is FAs per meter squared,
y-axis is PDR.

detector along with the prescreener on Lane 1 for Emplacement 1. The proposed prescreener outperforms the energy detector by approximately 20% at a FAR of 0.05 and continues to outperform it as the FAR extends outward. This is excellent news as it confrms
that the prescreener is superior to just looking at every region that has a high energy return
which would mean a huge number of FAs. While looking at each flter the prescreener is
composed of, it is easy to notice that the SCF drastically outperforms the MF. This phenomenon could be due to the possibility of many targets within the lane being concealed
or oriented differently than the target flter for the MF was obtained from. Regardless,
the dominating feature was the aggregation (using the max operator) of the MF and SCF
which is what was expected, due to the fact that the ROIs appeared both anomalous and
target like.
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Figure 3.17
Performance of SCF and fused (max operation) system relative to two blind lanes with
two emplacements each. X-axis is FAs per meter squared, y-axis is PDR.
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Figure 3.18
Performance of SCF and fused system on both lanes with both emplacements. X-axis is
FAs per meter squared, y-axis is PDR.

In this article, a prescreener that fused the results of a MF and SCF was explored. A
clustering operation was then performed in order to determine ROIs and heuristics were applied to lower the FAR. While this prescreener performs well based on the obtained results,
there is room for improvement. One avenue to investigate would be to add a bank of MFs
(i.e. 5 MFs) to take into account different orientations and levels of concealment. Another
aspect to investigate would be the aggregation operation. In this article, a simple t-norm
(multiplication) operator was used, however, in future work, a look at more sophisticated
aggregation methods such as the Choquet integral will be done.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This thesis presented research in EHD upon which a preliminary investigation using
vehicle mounted, side scanning acoustic and radar platforms ensued. For the acoustic
platform, the Fraz feature was implemented. This feature was implemented in hopes to
fnd a signature of the target in the data as the viewing angle of the target changed with
respect to the vehicle. The best method of implementing Fraz was the use of the unrolled
two dimensional DFT feature. This was believed to be because of the feature’s ”weak
dependency” on localization as the feature looks at the magnitude information only. The
results for the Fraz feature were very encouraging in this preliminary work.
For the radar platform, a prescreener was developed that utilized the fusion of a MF
and SCF. The prescreener was implemented so that an object in the region of interest that
appeared both anomalous to the region and target-like would be a very likely candidate of
being a target. The obtained results for the prescreener were also very encouraging in this
preliminary work. The prescreener was compared to a simple energy detector to ensure
our method was actually worth pursuing and every variant of the prescreener was able to
outperform the energy detector.
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Future work for Fraz would include moving beyond a single kernel SVM to multiple
kernel feature and decision level fusion algorithms. The SAA sensing modality only made
use of a single transmitter and receiver. In the future, an assessment of multiple transmitters
and receivers would ensue. An investigation will also take place on exploring new features
to either replace Fraz or be used in conjunction with Fraz.
Future work for the prescreener developed on the HRVR sensing modality would include investigating more intelligent features. While the use of the MF performed well, the
hope is that more intelligent features would improve performance. While more parameter
tuning would likely improve performance, the gain would not be worth the time; therefore,
more sophisticated features will be explored. Also, another approach to consider would be
the use of a bank of MFs versus just a single MF. While this would still make use of the
same, simple MF, a bank of these would likely improve detection rates as there could be a
MF for multiple target angles.
While a comparison of the two systems is not possible due to their use of different data
sets, the utility of both sensing modalities can be seen from the presented work. In the
future, an investigation into the fusion of these two sensors would be of interest.
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